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Abstract. Statistical model checking is a powerful and flexible approach
for formal verification of computational models, e.g. P systems, which can
have very large search spaces. Various statistical model checking tools
have been developed, but choosing the most efficient and appropriate
tool requires a significant degree of experience, not only because differ-
ent tools have different modelling and property specification languages,
but also because they may be designed to support only a certain subset of
property types. Furthermore, their performance can vary depending on
the property types and membrane systems being verified. In this paper,
we evaluate the performance of various common statistical model check-
ers based on a pool of biological models. Our aim is to help users select
the most suitable SMC tools from among the available options, by com-
paring their modelling and property specification languages, capabilities
and performances.
Keywords: membrane computing, P systems, statistical model check-
ing, biological models, performance benchmarking
1 Introduction
In order to understand the structure and functionality of biological systems,
we need methods which can highlight the spatial and time-dependent evolution
of systems. To this end, researchers have started to utilize the computational
power of machine-executable models, including implementations of membrane
system models, to get a better and deeper understanding of the spatial and
temporal features of biological systems [21]. In particular, the executable nature
of computational models enables scientists to conduct experiments, in silico, in
a fast and cheap manner.
The vast majority of models used for describing biological systems are based
on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [10], but researchers have recently
started to use computational models as an alternative to mathematical mod-
elling. The basis of such models is state machines, which can be used to model
numerous variables and relate different system states (configurations) to one an-
other [21]. There have been various attempts to model biological systems from
a computational point of view, including the use of Boolean networks [31], Petri
nets [45], the pi-calculus [39], interacting state machines [25], L-systems [38] and
variants of P systems (membrane systems) [5, 17, 23, 29, 33, 42]. These techniques
are useful for investigating the qualitative features, as are their stochastic coun-
terparts (e.g., stochastic Petri Nets [26] and stochastic P systems [8, 43]) are
useful for investigating the quantitative features of computation models. More
updated details regarding the use of membrane systems in modelling systems
and synthetic biology applications can be found in [22].
Having built a model, the goal is typically to analyse it, so as to determine
the underlying system’s properties. Various approaches have been devised for
analysing computational models. One widely used method, for example, based
on generating the execution traces of a model, is simulation. Although the sim-
ulation approach is widely applicable, the large number of potential execution
paths in models of realistic systems means that we can often exercise only a
fraction of the complete trace set using current techniques. Especially for non-
deterministic and stochastic systems each state may have more than one possible
successor, which means that different runs of the same basic model may produce
different outcomes [6]. Consequently, some computational paths may never be
exercised, and their conformance to requirements never assessed.
Model checking is another widely recognized approach for analysis and verifi-
cation of models, which has been successfully applied both to computer systems
and biological system models. This technique involves representing each (de-
sired or actual) property as a temporal logic formula, which is then verified
against a model. It formally demonstrates the correctness of a system by means
of strategically investigating the whole of the model’s state space, considering
all paths and guaranteeing their correctness [4, 15, 28]. Model checking has ad-
vantages over conventional approaches like simulation and testing, because it
checks all computational paths and if the specified property is not satisfied it
provides useful feedback by generating a counter-example (i.e. execution path)
that demonstrates how the failure can occur [28].
Initially, model checking was employed for analysing transition systems used
for describing discrete systems. A transition system regards time as discrete, and
describes a set of states and the possible transitions between them, where each
state represents some instantaneous configuration of the system. More recently,
model checking has been extended by adding probabilities to state transitions
(probabilistic model checking); in practice, such systems include discrete-time
Markov chains (DTMC), continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC), and Markov
decision processes (MDP). Probabilistic models are useful for verifying quanti-
tative features of systems.
Typically, the model checking process comprises the following steps [4, 28]:
1. Describing the system model in a high-level modelling language, so as to
provide an unambiguous representation of the input system.
2. Specifying the desired properties (using a property specification language)
as a set of logical statements, e.g., temporal logic formulas.
3. Verifying whether each property is valid on the model. For non-probabilistic
models the response is either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. For probabilistic systems the
response may instead be some estimate of the ‘probability of correctness’.
“Exact” model checking considers whole state spaces while verifying a prop-
erty, but if the model is relatively large, the verification process can be pro-
hibitively resource intensive and time consuming which is known as ‘state-space
explosion’ problem, so this approach can only be applied to a small number of
biological models. Nonetheless, the intrinsic power of the approach has gained a
good deal of attention from researchers, and model checking has been applied to
various biological phenomena, including, for example, gene regulator networks
(GRNs) and signal-transduction pathways [8, 13] (see [20] for a recent survey of
the use of model checking in systems biology).
To overcome the state-space explosion problem, the statistical model checking
(SMC) approach does not analyse the entire state space, but instead generates a
number of independent simulation traces and uses statistical (e.g., Monte Carlo)
methods to generate an approximate measure of system correctness. This ap-
proach does not guarantee the absolute correctness of the system, but it allows
much larger models be verified (within specified confidence limits) in a faster
manner [12, 37, 49, 51]. This approach allows verifying much larger models with
significantly improved performance.
The number of tools using statistical model checking has been increasing
steadily, as has their application to biological systems [14, 53]. Although the va-
riety of SMC tools gives a certain amount of flexibility and control to users, each
model checker has its own specific pros and cons. One tool may support a large
set of property operators but perform property verifications slowly, while another
may be more efficient at analysing small models, and yet another may excel at
handling larger models. In such cases, the user may need to cover all of their
options by using more than one model checker, but unfortunately the different
SMCs generally use different modelling and property specification languages.
Formulating properties using even a single SMC modelling language can be a
cumbersome, error-prone, and time wasting experience for non-experts in com-
putational verification (including many biologists), and the difficulties multiply
considerably when more than one SMC needs to be used.
In order to facilitate the modelling and analysis tasks, several software suites
have been proposed, such as Infobiotics Workbench [9] (based on stochastic P
systems [10]) and kPWorkbench framework (based on kernel P systems [17]) [17,
34]. As part of the computational analysis, these tools employ more than one
model checker. Currently, they allow only a manual selection of the tools, relying
on the user expertise for the selection mechanism. These systems automatically
translate the model and queries into the target model checker’s specification
language. While this simplifies the checking process considerably, one still has
to know which target model checker best suits ones needs, and this requires a
significant degree of experience. It is desirable, therefore, to introduce another
processing layer, so as to reduce human intervention by automatically selecting
the best model checker for any given combination of P system and property
query.
As part of this wider project (Infobiotics Workbench) to provide machine
assistance to users, by automatically identifying the best model checker, we
evaluate the performance of various statistical model checkers against a pool of
biological models. The results reported here can be used to help select the most
suitable SMC tools from the available options, by comparing their modelling and
property specification languages, capabilities and performances (see also [7]).
Paper structure. We begin in Section 2 by describing some of the most com-
monly used SMC tools, together with their modelling and property-specification
languages. Section 3 compares the usability of these tools in terms of express-
ibility of their property specification languages. In Section 4 we benchmark the
performance of these tools when verifying biological models, and describe the
relevant experiment settings. We conclude in Section 5 with a summary of our
findings, and highlight open problems that warrant further investigation.
2 A Brief Survey of Current Statistical Model Checkers
In this section, we review some of the most popular and well-maintained statis-
tical model checking tools, together with their modelling and property specifi-
cation languages.
2.1 Tools
PRISM. PRISM (Probabilistic and Symbolic Model Checker) is a widely-used,
powerful probabilistic model checker tool [27, 35]. It has been used for analysing
a range of systems including biological systems, communication, multimedia and
security protocols and many others [46]. It allows building and analysing several
types of probabilistic systems including discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs)
and continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) with their ‘reward’ extension.
PRISM can carry out both probabilistic model checking based on numerical tech-
niques with exhaustive traversal of model, and statistical model checking with
a discrete-event simulation engine [36, 46]. The associated modelling language,
the PRISM language (a high-level state-based language), is the probabilistic
variant of Reactive Modules [1, 35] (for a full description of PRISMs modelling
language, see [46]), which subsumes several property specification languages,
including PCTL, PCTL*, CSL, probabilistic LTL. However, statistical model
checking can only be applied to a limited subset of properties; for example, it
does not support steady-state and LTL-style path properties.
PRISM can be run via both a Graphical User Interface (GUI) or directly from
the command line. Both options facilitate model checking process by allowing
to modify a large set of parameters. The command line option is particularly
useful when users need to run a large number of models. PRISM is open source
software and is available for Windows, Linux and Mac OS X platforms.
PLASMA-Lab. PLASMA-Lab is a software platform for statistical model
checking of stochastic systems. It provides a flexible plug-in mechanism which
allows users to personalise their own simulator, and it also facilitates distributed
simulations [11]. The tool has been applied to a range of problems, such as
systems biology, rare events, motion planning and systems of systems [44].
The platform supports four modelling languages: Reactive Module Language
(RML) implementation of the PRISM tool language, with two other variants of
RML (see Table 1), and Biological Language [11, 44]. In addition, it provides a
few simulator plug-ins which enable external simulators to be integrated with
PLASMA-Lab, e.g., MATLAB/Simulink. The associated property specification
language is based on Bounded Linear Temporal Logic (B-LTL) which bounds
the number of states by number of steps or time units.
PLASMA-Lab can be run from a GUI or command line with plug-in system,
and while it is not open source it can be embedded within other software pro-
grams as a library. It has been developed using the Java programming language,
which provides compatibility with different operating systems.
Ymer. Ymer is a statistical model checking tool for verifying continuous-time
Markov chains (CTMCs) and generalized semi-Markov processes (GSMPs). The
tool supports parallel generation of simulation traces, which makes Ymer a fast
SMC tool [50].
Ymer uses the PRISM language grammar for its modelling and property
specification language. It employs the CSL formalism for property specification
[48].
Ymer can be invoked via a command line interface only. It has been developed
using the C/C++ programming language, and the source code is open to the
public.
MRMC. MRMC is a tool for numerical and statistical model checking of prob-
abilistic systems. It supports DTMC, CTMC, and using the reward extension of
DTMC and CTMC [30].
The tool does not employ a high-level modelling language, but instead re-
quires a sparse matrix representation of probabilities or rates as input. Describing
systems in transition matrix format is very hard, especially for large systems,
and external tools should be used to automatically generate the required in-
puts. Both PRISM and Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) have
extensions which can generate inputs for the MRMC tool [52]. The matrix repre-
sentation also requires that state labels with atomic propositions be provided in
another structure. Properties can be expressed with PCTL and CSL, and with
their reward extensions.
MRMC is a command line tool. It has been developed using the C program-
ming language, and the source code is publicly available. Binary distributions
for Windows, Linux and Mac OS X are also available [41].
MC2. The MC2 tool enables statistical model checking of simulation traces,
and can perform model checking in parallel.
MC2 does not need a modelling language, instead it imports simulation traces
generated by external tools for stochastic and deterministic models. The tool uses
probabilistic LTL with numerical constraints (PLTLc) for its property specifi-
cation language, which enables defining numerical constraints on free variables
[16].
MC2 can be executed only through its command line interface. The tool was
developed using the Java programming interfaces and is distributed as a .jar
file, therefore the source code is not available to public. The tool is bundled with
a Gillespie simulator, called Gillespie2. As will be explained in the following
section, it is possible to use Gillespie2 to generate simulation traces for the MC2
tool.
2.2 Modelling Languages
As part of the model checking process the system needs to be described in the
target SMC modelling language. If the SMC tool relies on external tools, as
in the case of MRMC and MC2, users will also have to learn the usage and
modelling language of these external tools as well. For example, if users want
to use the MRMC tool, they also have to learn how to use PRISM and how to
model in the PRISM language.
Table 1 summarises the modelling languages associated with each SMC tool.
The PLASMA and Ymer tools provide fair support for the PRISM language.
MRMC expects a transition matrix input, but in practice, for large models, it
is not possible to generate the transition matrix manually, so an external tool
should be used for generating the matrix. MC2 also relies on external tools,
because it does not employ a modelling language, instead it expects externally
generated simulation traces. If users want to use the MC2 tool, they first have
to learn a modelling language and usage of an appropriate simulation tool. For
example, in order to use the Gillespie2 simulator as an external tool for MC2, the
user should be able to describe their model using the Systems Biology Markup
Language (SBML).
3 Usability
Model checking uses temporal logics as property specification languages. In order
to query probabilistic features, probabilistic temporal logics should be used.
Several probabilistic property specification languages exist, such as Probabilistic
Linear Temporal Logic (PLTL) [4], probabilistic LTL with numerical constraints
(PLTLc) [16] and Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [2, 3, 36].
In order to ease the property specification process, frequently used proper-
ties, called patterns, have been identified by previous studies [18, 24]. Patterns
represent recurring properties (e.g., something is always the case, something is
Table 1. Modelling languages and external dependency of SMC tools.
SMCs Modelling Language(s)
Needs an
External Tool?
External Tool
Modelling Language
PRISM PRISM language NO N/A
PLASMA-Lab
RML of PRISM,
Adaptive RML
(extension of RML
for adaptive systems),
RML with importance sampling,
Biological Language
NO N/A
Ymer PRISM language NO N/A
MRMC Transition matrix
YES,
e.g., PRISM
PRISM language
MC2 N/A
YES,
e.g., Gillespie2
Systems Biology
Markup Language (SBML)
possibly the case), and are generally represented by natural language-like key-
words. An increasing number of studies have been conducted to identify ap-
propriate pattern systems for biological models [23, 32, 40]. Table 2 lists various
popular patterns [24], giving a short description and explaining how they can be
represented using existing temporal logic operators.
Table 2. Property patterns
Patterns Description Temporal Logic
Existence φ1 will eventually hold, within the ⊲⊳ p bounds.
P⊲⊳p[F φ1] or
P⊲⊳p[true U φ1]
Until
φ1 will hold continuously until φ2 eventually holds,
within the ⊲⊳ p bounds.
P⊲⊳p[φ1 U φ2]
Response If φ1 holds, then φ2 must hold within the ⊲⊳ p bounds. P≥1[G (φ1 → (P⊲⊳p[F φ2]))]
Steady-State
(Long-run)
In the long-run φ1 must hold, within the ⊲⊳ p bounds.
S⊲⊳p[φ1] or
P⊲⊳p[FG (φ1)]
Universality φ1 continuously holds, within the ⊲⊳ p bounds.
P⊲⊳p[G φ1] or
P⊲⊳(1−p)[(F (¬φ1)]
Key. φ1, and φ2 are state formulas; ⊲⊳ is one of the relations in {<,>,≤,≥}; p ∈ [0, 1] is a probability
with rational bounds; and ⊲⊳ is negation of inequality operators. P⊲⊳p is the qualitative operator
which enables users to query qualitative features, those whose result is either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. In order
to query quantitative properties, P=? (quantitative operator) can be used to returns a numeric value
which is the probability that the specified property is true.
The SMCs investigated here employ different grammar syntaxes for property
specification, which makes it harder to use other tools at the same time. Although
Ymer uses the same grammar as PRISM, it excludes some operators, such as the
Always (G) operator. In addition, different SMCs tools may support different sets
of probabilistic temporal logics. In the following, we compare the expressibility of
their specification languages, by checking if the properties can be defined using
just one temporal logic operator (directly supported (DS)), which will be easier
for practitioners to express; or as a combination of multiple operators (indirectly
supported (IS)); or not supported at all (not supported (NS)). Qualitative and
quantitative operators, with five property patterns which are identified as widely
used by [24], are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Specifying various key patterns using different SMC tools.
SMCs
Qualitative
Operator
Quantitative
Operator
(P=?)
Existence Until Response
Steady
-State
Universality
PRISM DS DS DS DS NS NS DS
PLASMA-Lab NS NS DS DS IS IS DS
Ymer DS DS DS DS NS NS IS
MRMC DS NS DS DS IS DS DS
MC2 DS DS DS DS IS IS DS
Key. DS = Directly Supported; IS = Indirectly Supported; NS = Not Supported.
The PRISM, Ymer and MC2 tools directly support both Qualitative and
Quantitative operators, but MRMC supports only the Qualitative operator. While
PLASMA-Lab does not allow these operators to be expressed directly with B-
LTL, the verification outputs contain information about the probability of the
property, hence users can interpret the results. Existence, Until and Universality
properties are directly supported by all SMCs, except that Ymer does not employ
an operator for Universality patterns (it needs to be interpreted using the Not
(!) and Eventually (F ) operators, i.e. it is indirectly supported). There is no
single operator to represent the Response pattern directly, but it is indirectly
supported by PLASMA-Lab, MRMC and MC2. The Steady-State pattern can
be either represented by one operator, S, or two operators, F and G. Only
the MRMC tool employs the S operator to allow Steady-State to be expressed
directly, while PLASMA-Lab and MC2 allow it to be expressed indirectly.
4 Experimental Findings
The wide variety of SMC tools gives a certain flexibility and control to users,
but practitioners need to know which of the tools is the most suitable for their
particular models and queries. The expressive power of the associated modelling
and specification languages is not the only criterion, because SMC performance
may also depend on the nature of the models and property specifications. We
have therefore conducted a series of experiments to determine the capabilities
and performances of the most commonly used tools [7]. The experiments are
conducted on an Intel i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz 8 cores, with 16GB RAM running
on Ubuntu 14.04.
We tested each of the five tools against a representative selection of 465
biological models (in SBML format) taken from the BioModels database [19] (as
modified in [47] to fix the stochastic rate constants of all reactions to 1). The
models tested ranged in size from 2 species and 1 reaction, to 2631 species and
2824 reactions. Figure 1 shows the distribution of models size, we take “size” to
be the product of species count and reaction count. X-axis (log scale) indicates
the model size and Y-axis represents the frequency of models with their sizes
represented on the X-axis.
Fig. 1. The distribution of models size in the logarithmic scale.
Each tool/model pair was tested against five different property specification
patterns [24], namely Existence, Until, Response, Steady-State and Universality.
We have developed a tool for translating SBML models to SMC modelling lan-
guages, and translating property patterns to the corresponding SMC specifica-
tion languages. For each SMC, the number of simulation traces was set to 500,
and the depth of each trace was set to 5000.
The time required for each run is taken to be the combined time required
for model parsing, simulation and verification. Each SMC/model/pattern com-
bination was tested three times, and the figures reported here give the average
total time required. When an SMC depends on external tools, we also added the
external tool execution time into the total execution time. In particular, there-
fore, the total times reported for verifying models with MRMC and MC2 tools
are not their execution times only, but include the time consumed for generating
transition matrices and simulation traces, respectively. We used the PRISM tool
for generating transition matrices requested by MRMC, and the Gillespie2 for
generating simulation traces utilised by MC2. When the external tool failed to
generate the necessary input for its corresponding SMC, we have recorded the
SMC as being incapable of verifying the model. In order to keep the experiment
tractable, when an SMC required more than 1 hour to complete the run, we
halted the process and again recorded the model as unverifiable.
Table 4 shows the experiment results. The SMCs and the property patterns
are represented in the first column and row, respectively. The Verified columns
under each pattern show the number of models that could be verified by the
corresponding SMC. The Fastest column shows the number of models for which
the corresponding SMC was the fastest tool.
Table 4. The number of model/pattern combinations verified by each SMC tool.
Existence Until Response
Steady
-State
Universality
Verified Fastest Verified Fastest Verified Fastest Verified Fastest Verified Fastest
PRISM 337 15 435 84 NS NS NS NS 370 57
PLASMA
-Lab
465 143 465 54 465 390 465 392 465 80
Ymer 439 304 439 324 NS NS NS NS 439 325
MRMC 75 0 72 0 75 17 57 11 77 0
MC2 458 3 458 3 458 58 458 62 458 3
Key. NS = Not Supported.
The results show that SMC tool capabilities vary depending on the queried
properties. For example, PRISM was only able to verify 337 models against
Existence, and 435 and 370 models against Until and Universality, respectively.
The main reason PRISM failed to verify all of the models is that it expects user
to increase the depth of the simulation traces, otherwise it cannot verify the
unbounded properties with a reliable approximation. In contrast, PLASMA-Lab
was able to verify all of the models within 1 hour. Ymer could verify 439 models
for those patterns it supports, thus failing to complete 26 models in the time
available. MRMC was able to verify relatively few models, because it relied on
the PRISM model checker to construct the model and export the associated
transition matrices. Especially for relatively large models PRISM crashed while
generating these matrices (we believe this is related to its CU Decision Diagram
(CUDD) library). MC2 was able to verify 458 models against all of the patterns
tested, and only failed for 7 of them.
The second column of the patterns shows the number of models which were
verified by the corresponding model checker tools. The distribution of models size
across the fastest model checkers for different patterns are shown in the following
set of violin plots (Figures 2 – 6). Each of the inner swarm points represents a
model. X-axis represents the logarithmic scale of models size. For the models in
the white background region, we can uniquely identify the fastest SMC tool for
their verification, whereas for the models in grey background region the fastest
model checker is not clear.
Ymer was the fastest for most model/pattern pairs (where those patterns
were supported). However, it is the fastest tool only for verification of relatively
small size models. Ymer was the fastest for verifying 304 models against Existence
pattern, the minimum model size verified by Ymer was 2, maximum 2128, mean
256.8 and median 137.5. It was the fastest tool for larger number of models, 324
Fig. 2. The distribution of models size across fastest SMC tools for Existence pattern
verification.
Fig. 3. The distribution of models size across fastest SMC tools for Until pattern veri-
fication.
(min = 2, max = 2128, mean = 312.9, median = 144), against Until pattern
verification, and 325 models (min = 2, max = 2346, mean = 335, median = 144)
against Universality pattern verification. PLASMA-Lab is the fastest tool for
relatively large size models. It was the fastest tool for verifying 143 models (min
= 380, max = 7429944, mean =464498.9, median = 11875) against Existence
pattern, 54 models (min = 1224, max = 7429944, mean = 837193.5, median =
288162) against Until pattern, and 80 models (min = 575, max = 7429944, mean
= 773247.5, median = 43143) against Universality pattern verification. It did
Fig. 4. The distribution of models size across fastest SMC tools for Response pattern
verification.
Fig. 5. The distribution of models size across fastest SMC tools for Steady-State pattern
verification.
particularly well against Response (390 models (min = 12, max = 7429944, mean
= 170734.5, median = 604.5)) and Steady-State patterns (392 models (min = 9,
max = 7429944, mean = 169862.1, median = 600), where it was only competing
with MRMC and MC2. PRISM is generally the fastest tool for medium to large
size models. It was the fastest only for 15 models (min = 1023, max = 39770,
mean = 5860.9, median = 2304) against Existence pattern verification, but it was
able to verify larger number of models, 84 (min = 1665, max = 2928904, mean =
253327.3, median = 7395), against Until pattern verification and 57 models (min
Fig. 6. The distribution of models size across fastest SMC tools for Universality pattern
verification.
= 960, max = 1633632, mean = 92998.4, median = 3364) against Universality
pattern verification. MC2 (with Gillespie2) is the fastest for relatively small size
models. It could verify only 3 models (min = 722, max = 1892, mean = 1138,
median = 800) against Existence, Until and Universality patterns, although it
did better with 58 models (min = 2, max = 1892, mean = 103.2, median =
30) against Response pattern, and 62 models (min = 2, max = 1892, mean =
105.9, median = 36) against Steady-State patterns. Finally, MRMC (with PRISM
dependency) was slower than other tools for Existence, Until and Universality
patterns verification, but did better handling Response (fastest for 17 models
(min = 6, max = 42, mean = 18.5, median = 20)) and Steady-State (fastest for
11 models (min = 6, max = 42, mean = 22.3, median = 20)).
As we stated previously, the background color of Figures 2 – 6 gives an
indication of whether the fastest model checker can be identified for the models
within a region of the graph, that is, for models in the white background region,
the fastest SMC tool can be identified, but the models in grey background region
it is less clear-cut. For verification of Existence pattern, we can uniquely identify
the fastest SMC tool for both the 232 smallest models (size ranging from 2
to 380), and the 55 largest models (size = 39984 to 7429944), namely Ymer
and PLASMA-Lab respectively, but for remaining 178 medium-sized models
(size = 380 to 39770), there is no obvious ‘winner’. Similarly, for Until pattern
verification, the smallest 283 models (size ranging from 2 to 714), and only for
the 5 largest models (size = 3605380 to 7429944) we can identify the fastest
SMC tool (Ymer and PLASMA-Lab respectively), but there are more than one
candidates for remaining 177 medium-sized models (size = 722 to 2928904).
Despite, we have only three SMC tools, namely PLASMA-Lab, MRMC and
MC2, which support the verification of Response and Steady-State patterns, their
performance on small and medium size models are close to each other, which
makes harder to identify the fastest tool. Therefore, only for the smallest 4
models (size = 2 to 6) and for the largest 128 models (size= 1927 to 7429944)
the fastest tool (MC2 and PLASMA-Lab respectively) can be identified. Lastly,
for Universality pattern verification, the fastest SMC tool for both smallest 262
models (size=2 to 572) and largest 17 models (size =1823582 to 7429944), Ymer
and PLASMA-Lab respectively, can be identified, for the remained 186 medium
size models we cannot assign a unique model checker tool.
5 Conclusion
The experimental results clearly show that certain SMC tools are best for certain
tasks, but there are also situations where the best choice of SMC is far less clear-
cut, and it is not surprising that users may struggle to select and use the most
suitable SMC tool for their needs. Users need to consider the modelling language
of tools and the external tools they may rely on, and need detailed knowledge
as to which property specification operators are supported, and how to specify
them. Even then, the tool may still fail to complete the verification within a
reasonable time, whereas another tool might be able to run it successfully.
These factors make it extremely difficult for users to know which model
checker to choose, and point to a clear need for automation of the SMC-selection
process. We are currently working to identify novel methods and algorithms to
automate the selection of best SMC tool for a given computational model (more
specifically for P system models) and property patterns. We aim to enable the
integration of our methods within larger software platforms, e.g., IBW and kP-
Workbench, and while this is undoubtedly a challenging task, we are encouraged
by recent developments in related areas, e.g., the automatic selection of stochas-
tic simulation algorithms [47].
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